LEVERAGING THE OPTIMAL SET
OF AI IMAGING TOOLS
Bridging the gap between needs and integrating
the right toolset for different tasks
THE ONE-STOP PLATFORM THAT SIMPLIFIES THE PROCESS OF FINDING,
PROCURING, AND IMPLEMENTING AI-ENABLED IMAGING SOLUTIONS
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The Explosion of AI in Medical Imaging
2020 Saw an Acceleration in AI Development and Need in Imaging
At the beginning of 2021, over 250 companies were offering
artificial intelligence (AI) solutions for medical imaging across the
entire spectrum of the radiology workflow.

The sector is expanding in terms of modalities supported,
conditions addressed and organs of focus for this ever-expanding
range of solutions. AI touches all aspects of medical imaging.
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Each year, approximately 30–40 new startups emerge in this
space with varying solution targets and value propositions. Many
solutions have features that aim to improve the current radiology
workflow and help radiologists with more than simply pointing out
areas on an image that they must review.

RADIOLOGY AI MARKET:
VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING BY YEAR, GLOBAL
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Venture capital funding
globally for AI radiology
startups has averaged
over $723 million per
year for the period
2017-2020 (just short
of $2.9 billion total).
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Estimated savings
by implementing AI
solutions in the medical
imaging industry are
expected to cumulatively
reach $18.22 billion
by 2022.
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Viewing
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X AI startups may benefit from development partners
who can help them move from concept to market
more rapidly.
Source: Frost & Sullivan Report, Radiology Artificial Intelligence Market Landscape, December 2020
Growth Opportunities in the Global Medical Imaging Artificial Intelligence Market, Forecast to 2022
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AI Acceptance in Medical Imaging
Increasing Volumes Of Data And Quadruple Aim Goals Drive AI Solutions & Adoption
FACTORS FACILITATING
WIDESPREAD ACCEPTANCE

Productivity

HEALTHCARE LEADERS ARE RAPIDLY
IMPLEMENTING AI SOLUTIONS

Quality

89% are

83% have

experimenting
with AI
Time
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Resource
Optimization
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Perception
Gains

an AI strategy
in place

55% rank improving

REGULATORS IN NORTH AMERICA, EUROPE
AND ASIA ARE CLEARING AI SOLUTIONS
IN IMAGING FOR USE

health outcomes and
patient experience as the

91
one regulatory body’s
companies had
secured at least

area of greatest impact from AI

clearance for their AI radiology

solution(s) by the end of 2020

AI VENDORS MAY BENEFIT FROM PARTNERS:
X

X

Experienced in gaining regulatory approval
for advanced IT analytics in healthcare
Who can support deployment and integration
at scale across many geographies

59%

anticipate
tangible cost
savings in
3 years

56%

reported
accelerated
AI plans due to
the pandemic

20%

see themselves
in the late
stages of
deployment

Source: Growth Opportunities in the Global Medical Imaging Artificial Intelligence
Market, Forecast to 2022, 3rd Annual Optum Survey on AI in Healthcare
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Focus on Workflow
The Struggle to Bring in the Right AI Tool at the Right Time
With time, the uses of AI in medical imaging will continue to expand and integrate into every phase of the workflow.
Many providers have begun to utilize these tools, but there is confusion in the market and an inability to evaluate and integrate the wide
variety of tools into even more advanced radiology practices. AI tools have been developed to support report development, review,
positioning of the patient to capture an optimal image, and even to recommend the type of study that should be ordered.
RADIOLOGY AI USE CASES ACROSS THE IMAGING WORKFLOW
ORDER
Appropriate
ordering of
imaging studies

ACQUIRE
Optimized protocoling,
personalized image
acquisition

SCHEDULE
Smart facility
booking and patient
scheduling

VIEW
Smart pre-fetching,
registration, hanging
protocols

ASSIGN
Smart patient triaging,
worklist assignment,
workﬂow orchestration

INTERPRET
Context-aware case
preparation and
study interpretation

ANALYZE
Automated image
feature detection
and analysis

REPORT
Auto-populated
quantitative study
reports

DECIDE
FOLLOW-UP
Data-supported diagnostic
Closed-loop multiinference and care
disciplinary collaboration
pathway navigation
and communication

HOWEVER…many narrow applications, focusing on a single condition, a single modality or a single body part, making it hard to set up a
streamlined workflow to gain the maximal benefits of these valuable tools.
There is also an understandable absence of in-house expertise for strategic planning and for setting the AI roadmap.
X

AI vendors can get lost in this busy ecosystem and have trouble standing out to get buyer attention.
Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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Challenges in Implementing AI for Provider Organizations
The Many Obstacles Make Implementation a Time and Efficiency Hassle for Organizations
From the initial requirement of time to research applications
and vendors to the varying infrastructure and specialized needs
of the multitude of solutions enabled in the imaging workflow,
setting the right IT infrastructure to manage the ever-changing
set of AI applications in imaging is difficult to manage.
The variety of solutions, timing of their output in the sequential
workflow and integration issues that can result in solutions that
do not communicate prevent appropriate patient-centered care.

EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR AI ADOPTION IN IMAGING

Relevance
Financial &
Support
Services
Considerations

Performance
& Validation

Each solution provides efficiency when used optimally, but
reaching that point can seem a distant dream for providers at
the initial stages of the implementation process.

X

Going forward, assisting customers in overcoming
workflow challenges will be necessary for market
development and individual AI vendor success.

Regulatory &
Legal Aspects

Usability
& Integration

IMAGING WORKFLOW CHALLENGES

Negotiate
AI vendor
contracts

Mixture of
cloud &
on-prem
solutions

IT staff
time on
integration
with existing
systems

Coordinate
routing to
the proper
app

Manage
upgrades,
new features
for each app

Manage
usage/
volume for
payments

Worklist
prioritization
since some
apps are
faster, slower

New apps to
come on
board soon,
forcing IT
reconﬁguration

Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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Shifting From Marketplaces to Platform Approach
AI Marketplaces Have Not Provided AI Solutions in an Efficient Manner
Marketplaces tried to address these
challenges but have not proved
to be the answer as they do not
address several needs:

PLATFORMS BETTER POSITIONED TO DELIVER HIGHER VALUE TO USERS

Enable new AI
applications to
be added

• Seamless workflow integration
• Generating more value for the
radiologist, e.g., support with
reporting, reducing clicks/
personalized hanging protocols
to user, layout of info and
images, assignment (worklist
prioritization), interpretation
and decision-making.

X

AI vendors need to
consider how relationships
with platform vendors
can offer them access to
customers and flexibility
based on open-source IT
and ease of deployment.

Aggregate AI
results

Go live quicker than
integrating multiple
individual algorithms

Curation of AI
applications—
Validate clinical
accuracy;
permit only
regulatorapproved AI
applications

Obviates the
need for
extensive
in-house AI
expertise

Help identify
“medical
errors” and
prevent issues

Monitor usage of
the different apps

Administrative
relief from the
painful process of
contracting with
multiple vendors

Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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Is PACS Integration the Answer?
INTEGR ATION OF PACS S YSTE MS WITH E MBE DDE D
A PPLIC ATIONS C A N IMPROV E WORK FLOW… BUT
Custom integration is required to achieve optimal efficiency
to improve workflow.
There is concern with vendor lock-in and a limited set of AI
applications from a limited set of vendors aligned with a single
PACS vendor.
The PACS provider becomes the gatekeeper to route the
studies through various algorithms. There is concern that the
PACS system can become too powerful in deciding which
algorithm the study will be routed to in scenarios where
multiple algorithms are available.
Since many health systems utilize multiple PACS across their
various facilities, additional challenges arise.

DIAGNOSTIC WORKFLOW

Modality
Raw Scanner Data
Radiology Image
Radiology Report
Treatment Plan
Therapy Response

X

PACS vendor lock-in is risky for both radiologist users and AI
vendors that are all seeking “most favored” status as partners.

Health Outcome

Done correctly and with the right solution integration, AI can load-balance the right study to be routed to the appropriate resource
based on availability, sub-specialty, and credentials, regardless of multi-site, multi-PACS and multi-vendor environments in complex,
distributed organizations. This ensures the cases that require immediate attention are prioritized for review by the radiologist.
The ultimate gain is decreased radiologist burnout, maximized productivity and, ultimately, improved health outcomes.
Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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Moving to a More Streamlined and Extensible Approach
AI Tool Aggregation and Coordination
BUILDING A BE T TE R PL ATFORM A PPROACH TO IM AGING A I

Vendor-neutral
approach: Enables
any infrastructure,
PACS, or
application to be
integrated

Intelligent image
routing: Coordination
between various
algorithms, steps, and
productivity scenarios

Intelligent
Image
Routing

Open platform: Standardsbased; enables any new
AI application, solution or
vendor to participate

Open
Platform

Cloud-based
service architecture:
Connects to any AI
vendor’s cloud

Cloudbased*

Privacy and
Security are of
utmost priority

Privacy
and
Security

Vendorneutral

AI Platform
New service features can be implemented
on the platform more easily, turned on and
off; new vendor solutions brought online
A SINGLE-SOURCE LOCATION FOR
PROCUREMENT THROUGH DEPLOYMENT

X For AI vendors, this go-to-market model offers
the most value in wide customer access, ease of
deployment and integration, and low risk of customer
data management.

*Most AI radiology applications are cloud-enabled, and the growth in the number of cloud-enabled solutions
was 28.6% in 2020, versus 2.5% growth in the number of on-premise solutions. Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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Adopting the Future-proof Solution to Build Your AI Imaging Strategy
Benefits for Radiologists, AI Vendors, Hospital Decision-makers and IT Teams
THE OVERALL HEALTHCARE SYSTEM BENEFITS FROM THE DEPLOYMENT OF A BALANCED AI IMAGING STRATEGY
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Interoperable with any application, any imaging infrastructure

C
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R
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Aggregation of results
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Optimal turnaround time
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Optimized clinician experience
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A POTE NTI A L MODE L FOR A I ORCHESTR ATION is a carefully curated catalog of clinically pertinent AI applications.
It provides easy access and a single location for procurement of AI device applications.
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Source: Frost & Sullivan.
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